Oriented and horizontal bounding box are two typical output forms in the field of remote sensing object detection. In this filed, most present state-of-the-art detectors belong to anchor-based method and perform regression tasks in Cartesian coordinates, which cause the design of oriented detectors is much more complicated than the horizontal ones, because the former usually needs to devise more complex rotated anchors, rotated Intersection-over-Union (IOU) and rotated Non Maximum Supression (NMS). In this paper, we propose a novel anchor-free detector modeled in polar coordinates to detect objects for remote sensing images, which makes the acquisition of oriented output form be as simple as the horizontal one. Our model, named Polar Remote Sensing Object Detector (P-RSDet), takes the center point of each object as the pole point and the horizontal positive direction as the polar axis to establish the polar coordinate system. The detection of one object can be regarded as predictions of one polar radius and two polar angles for both horizontal and oriented bounding box by our model. P-RSDet realizes the combination of two output forms with minimum cost. Experiments show that our P-RSDet achieves competitive performances on DOTA, UCAS-AOD and NWPU VHR-10 datasets on both horizontal and oreinted detection fileds.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, object detection in remote sensing images has made extraordinary progress driven by the applications of deep convolution neural network (DCNN). Present DCNN-based detectors in the remote sensing field can be divided into two research branches according to the different output forms: horizontal and oriented bounding box. And these two types of models have their own advantages in practical applications.
Most horizontal detectors (Wang et al., 2019 are designed based on anchor mechanism which was first proposed in Faster RCNN (Ren et al., 2015) . They set up anchor boxes with different size and aspect ratio intensively in feature maps to guide the regressions of the position as well as size of each object. These type of detectors in remote sensing are easy to design and simple to implement relatively, and sometimes can obtain satisfactory results without nearly any changes in the original baselines (Ren et al., 2015 , He et al., 2016 , Lin et al., 2017a , Redmon and Farhadi, 2018 , Liu et al., 2016 , Lin et al., 2017b , Cai and Vasconcelos, 2018 . However, it is limited to locate objects which have large aspect ratios with the output form of horizontal bounding box. As shown in Figure 1(a) , when the aspect ratio of an object is too large, the horizontal bounding box will bring a lot of redundant pixels that do not belong to the object actually, which will make the final locating results inaccurate. In addition, when two large aspect ratio objects park side by side, their horizontal bounding boxes may have a large IOU, which will cause one of them to be filtered out by NMS in anchor-based network. It will result in missed detection uncontrollable.
The problems faced with horizontal detectors aforementioned can be solved by oriented detectors (Ma et al., 2018 , Yang et al., 2018 (a) (b) Figure 1 : When the aspect ratio of an object (such as warship) is too large, the horizontal bounding box is not a good representation of object as shown in Figure (a) . At present, oriented bounding boxes as shown in Figure ( b) become more popular. Yang et al., 2019) . As shown in Figure 1(b) , the output form of this type of detectors is oriented bounding box which can provide more precise location for objects with large aspect ratio. However, the design of these models is more complicated than that of horizontal ones. In order to achieve the aim of getting oriented bounding box, more anchors with different angles will be set. In addition, both the IOU and NMS in the horizontal models should be replaced by more complex ones with oriented form. Although this type of detectors is effective in the detection of specific objects, the cost of devising them is usually large.
Naturally, how to design a novel remote sensing detector which can integrate the two types of output form in a simple and effective way is the starting point of our research. In this paper, we propose a new model named Polar Remote Sensing Object Detector (P-RSDet) to achieve this aim. Our P-RSDet abandons two inherent modes of most present remote sensing detectors: anchorbased and Cartesian coordinates modeling. Instead, we design P-RSDet which is an anchor-free detector modeled in polar coordinates. As shown in Figure 2 (a), a point in polar coordinates can be represented by (ρ, θ), where ρ is the polar radius and θ is the polar angle of this point. In this way, both horizontal and oriented bounding box can be denoted by one polar radius and two polar angles with the form of (ρ, θ1, θ2) as shown in Figure 2 (b) and (c). Our P-RSDet takes the center point of corresponding bounding box of each object as the pole point and the horizontal-right direction as the polar axis with degree of 0 • . Then it can output these two types of bounding box according to the different annotations via regressing three values: ρ, θ1 and θ2. We select the method of keypoint detection to predict the locations of the pole points, and perform polar radius and angles regression tasks at these positions simultaneously. P-RSDet cleverly combines anchor-free with polar coordinates to realize the combination of horizontal detectors and oriented detectors in the simplest way. It is worth mentioning that our P-RSDet achieves satisfactory results on multiple remote sensing public datasets, which proves its excellent performance.
Our innovations and contributions are as follows:
(1). We propose a novel object detector named P-RSDet for remote sensing images via the combination of anchor-free and polar coordinates.
(2). By introducing polar coordinates, our P-RSDet can detect objects with the annotation forms of both horizontal and oriented bounding box in a simple and efficient way via regressing three values at the corresponding pole points.
(3). In order to make the predicted bounding box more accurate, we design a new method of extracting pole points and new loss functions for our model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We introduce the related works done by researchers before and basic principle in our method in Section 2. The details of P-RSDet are shown in Section 3. We place our experiment results and analyses in Section 4. At last, our work is summarized and concluded in Section 5.
RELATED WORKS

Horizontal Object Detectors
Horizontal bounding box is a general annotation form in the field of natural scene as well as remote sensing object detection. At present, horizontal object detection models can be divided into two types: anchor-based models (Ren et al., 2015 , Liu et al., 2016 , Cai and Vasconcelos, 2018 and anchor-free models (Law and Deng, 2018 , Zhou et al., 2019a , Tian et al., 2019 according to whether the anchor mechanism is used or not.
For anchor-based models, according to whether Region Proposal Network(RPN) exists in the networks, they can also be divided into two-stage detectors and one-stage detectors, which are represented by Faster RCNN (Ren et al., 2015) and SSD (Liu et al., 2016) respectively. In this kind of model, anchor boxes can be regarded as fixed reference regions with different scales and ratios. After calculating their IoU with ground-truth, boxes which are classified as positive will be regarded as proposals. Then accurate prediction bounding boxes are obtained by regression on the basis of these proposals. However, the existence of anchor boxes brings about some limitations such as too many hype-parameters and complex post-processing.
Recently, anchor-free models represented by CornerNet (Law and Deng, 2018) etc, appeared in succession in order to get rid of the shortcomings of anchor-based detectors. CornerNet inspired by keypoint detection outputs some heatmaps which act as predicting and grouping left-top points as well as right-bottom points of bounding boxes. Compared with CornerNet, CenterNet(Zhou et al., 2019a) regards the detetcion task as the prediction of center point as well as the regression of width and height of each object at corresponding center, which greatly improve the efficiency of networks by removing the process of keypoints grouping.
Compared with objects in natural scene, objects in remote sensing images have properties such as dense parking and large aspect ratios, which causes the object representation only by horizontal bounding box is not enough. As a result, oriented bounding box is introduced in this field and gets more and more attention recently.
Oriented Object Detectors
Two algorithms of oriented object detection, R2CNN (Jiang et al., 2017) and RRPN (Ma et al., 2018) , come from the field of scene When an image inputs our model, it will output four maps in parallel. One is the heatmap which used to predict the pole point, and the other three are used to regress ρ, θ1, θ2 respectively. These 4 maps have c channels which represent c classes.
text detection. R2CNN and RRPN all base on Faster RCNN. R2CNN adds two pooled sizes and a branch to regress inclined box coordinates. RRPN improves RPN in Faster RCNN by adding rotation proposals. In the field of remote sensing, R-DFPN (Yang et al., 2018) improves RRPN to obtain precise oriented bounding box to solve the problem of ship rotation and dense parking. However, these anchor-based oriented detectors not only face the disadvantages brought by anchor, but also greatly increase the computation complexity due to the introduction of anchors with different angles.
Due to the simplicity, anchor-free detectors have also been improved to realize oriented object detection. O 2 -DNet (Wei et al., 2019b) which abandons anchor mechanism and detects oriented objects in aerial images by predicting a pair of middle lines inside each object. Nevertheless, it needs regressing eight offsets to predict two middle lines of each object in Cartesian coordinate system, which lead to too many degrees of freedom and require more complex loss functions to control them. Our P-RSDet, which directly models objects in polar coordinate system and only needs to regress three degrees of freedom, pursues detecting oriented objects in a simple yet efficient way,
P-RSDET
In this section, we first briefly introduce the framework of our proposed P-RSDet. Then, we show how we model oriented objects in remote sensing images based on polar coordinates with minimum degrees of freedom. Finally, we elaborate the details of our model, including the design of specific loss functions and the optimization of keypoints extraction method. Figure 3 illustrates the overall framework of our P-RSDet. A modified higher-resolution ResNet-101 (Zhou et al., 2019a) with 4 output stride is selected as the Encoder-Decoder of P-RSDet.
Framework
Suppose the size of one input image is W × H, P-RSDet will output four maps with C × W d × H d size, where C is the number of categories and d represents the output stride which is 4 as aforementioned. In these four output maps, one is in the form of heatmap to predict the pole points, and the other three are to regress the corresponding polar radius along with the polar angles of each object. As mentioned above and shown in Figure 3 , our model is very simple to design.
Figure 4: Objects in Polar Coordinates. We make the center point of each object be the pole point of polar coordinate system, and take the right direction and the counterclockwise as the positive direction of the polar axis and polar angle respectively. Then the bounding boxes of objects can be represented with (ρ1, θ1), (ρ2, θ2), (ρ3, θ3), (ρ4, θ4).
Objects in Polar Coordinates
The four corners of the oriented bounding box are usually represented by (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, y4) in Cartesian coordinates. In order to model it in polar coordinates, for an object, we first make its center point be the pole point of polar coordinate system, then we take the horizontal-right direction and the counterclockwise as the positive direction of the polar axis and polar angle in radians respectively. As shown in Figure 4 , the four corners can be represented in sequence as (ρ1, θ1), (ρ2, θ2), (ρ3, θ3), (ρ4, θ4). According to the properties of rectangle, we can get the following relations:
Therefore, let ρ = (ρ 1 +ρ 2 +ρ 3 +ρ 4 ) 4 , only three variables, ρ, θ1 and θ2 are needed to represent a bounding box of object in Polar Coordinates.
Due to the process of evaluating one detector's performance is only carried in Cartesian coordinates at present, we need to transform the points in polar coordinates to Cartesian one in the test stage. We first extract the position of pole points (x i p , y i p ) of objects in heatmap, where i denotes the number of targets. Then according to the pole points, we obtain the polar radius and angles ρ i , θ i 1 and θ i 2 in other three output maps. Finally, the final bounding boxes in the form of
4 )] can be obtained through the transformation calculation formulas as follows:
where n represents 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Pole Point
Accurate pole point prediction is very important for getting accurate bounding box. In our model, the detection of pole points follows CornerNet (Law and Deng, 2018) for its excellent performance in the detection of keypoints of objects.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, P-RSDet output a heatmap with size of C × W d × H d for predicting pole points. The heatmap is actually a confidence map with the value of each pixel p ∈ [0, 1] is the pole point of this bounding box. We use a modified Focal Loss (Lin et al., 2017b) follows CornerNet to guide the regression of pole points:
where N is the number of objects in the input image, α and β are the hyper-parameters which we set α to 2 and β to 4 in experiments to control the contribution of positive and negative points . p * cij is the ground-truth and pcij is the confidence with which a point at location (i, j) be regarded as a pole point for class c in the predicted heatmap.
We follow the method of keypoints detection in CornerNet during training stage. But in the test stage, the method of keypoint extraction in CornerNet is not suitable for us. Different from the natural images, a remote sensing image may contain hundreds of targets in the same class. CornerNet keeps 80 keypoints with top scores, which may cause missed detection in remote sensing field.To address this problem, O 2 -DNet binaries the heatmap via a threshold, and then finds the center point of each connected domain in the binary image as the keypoint of extraction. Obviously, this method is not accurate which may cause the drift of the extracted keypoint in corresponding connected domain.
In P-RSDet, we optimized the extraction method in O 2 -DNet. We first find connected domains in the heatmap following O 2 -DNet. Then we take the extreme point in each connected domain as pole point, which is more accurate than the method of extracting center point proposed in O 2 -DNet.
Polar Radius & Polar Angle
Our P-RSDet only need to regress polar radius ρ and the first two angles θ1, θ2. For one bounding box, according to the original annotation (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, y4), let ( 4 i=1 xi/4, 4 i=1 yi/4) be the pole point (xp, yp), and the corresponding polar radius is computed as follows: For θ1 and θ2, we first compute the polar angles of four corners and turn them between 0 and 2π, then choose the minimum two in the counterclockwise direction as θ1 and θ2. The angles are calculated as follows:
So far, we have obtained all the regression targets, polar radius ρ and the first two polar angles θ1, θ2. We select Smooth-L1 (Girshick, 2015) Loss to regress these three values in corresponding three output maps. Considering the correlation between radius and angles of the same object, we also design a new loss named Polar-RingLoss for our model to control the relationship. The details of Polar-RingLoss are as follows:
As shown in Figure 5 , let ρ, θ be the prediction results and ρ * , θ * be the ground-truth. The area of the Ring Area shows the deviation between the prediction results with the ground-truth. The area can be calculated according to the following formula:
Depends on the area formula above, we define Polar-RingLoss as follows:
The total regression loss of P-RSDet is:
4. EXPERIMENTS
Datasets
In the stage of experiments, we verify the performance of our model on three popular remote sensing public datasets: DOTA, UCAS-AOD and NWPU VHR-10. All the experiments are performed on two V100 GPUs with PyTorch 1.0 (Paszke et al., 2017) . The details of these three datasets are as follows.
DOTA: DOTA (Xia et al., 2018) consists of 2806 aerial images which includes 15 categories objects annotated with horizontal and oriented bounding boxes. In this dataset, the proportions of training, validation and test images are 1/2, 1/6 and 1/3 respectively. The size of each image is in the range of 800 × 800 to 4000 × 4000 pixels. In experiments, we only use the annotations of oriented bounding boxes, and the size of our crop images are multiple which are 512 × 512, 800 × 800 and 1024 × 1024 with 0.2 overlap.
UCAS-AOD:
In UCAS-AOD (Zhu et al., 2015) , there are two catagories: airplane and small car. The number of plane images is 1000 which contain 7482 objects and the number of car images is 510 with 7114 objects. All objects in UCAS-AOD are labeled with both oriented and horizontal bounding boxes. In our experiments, we randomly divide the training and test set by 8 : 2, and train P-RSDet on both two type of annotations on UCAS-AOD to verify its performance better.
NWPU VHR-10: There are 650 images of objects and 150 of the background total in NWPU VHR-10 (Cheng et al., 2016) dataset. It includes 10 categories such as plane, ship, oil tank and baseball field. Similarly, we divide the training set and test set by 8:2 in experiments. Unlike the first two datasets, annotations of NWPU VHR-10 has only horizontal bounding box.
Training and Testing Details
In the training stage, the input resolution of P-RSDet is set to 511 × 511. For DOTA, we resize the crop images to the input size directly, and use some simple methods to enhance the data, including random horizontal and vertical flipping as well as color dithering. Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is selected as the optimizer for our model. We train our model from scratch to 300k iterations with the batch size setting to 32. The learning rate starts from 0.0025 and 10 times lower for every third iterations. The total loss of P-RSDet is as follows:
where α is set to 0.1 in all experiments.
For the other two datasets, because the size of the original image is not fixed, in order not to deform the object, we randomly cut the original image into the networks with windows of (511 × 511)×scale. The scale is set to 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 during training. Compared with DOTA, the data volume of these two datasets is smaller, so we only trained 30000 iterations for them. Other settings are the same as DOTA.
During the testing phase, we keep the input image in its original resolution to P-RSDet. The threshold value of transforming the heatmap of pole points into a binary image is 0.3. For UCAS-AOD and NWPU VHR-10, we choose the default IoU in PASCAL VOC (Everingham et al., 2010) which is 0.5 during calculating AP.
Comparisons with State-of-the-art detectors
In this section, we first prove the excellent performance of P-RSDet in the detection of oriented bounding box on DOTA and UCAS-AOD. Then, in order to verify the generality of our model, we also do experiments on UCAS-AOD and NWPU VHR-10 with the annotations form of horizontal bounding box.
Oriented Bounding Boxes: As shown in Tale 1 and 2, our P-RSDet achieve satisfactory 69.82% mAP on DOTA, and 90.03% mAP on UCAS-AOD with the output form of oriented bounding boxes. Compared with the anchor-based detectors modeled in Cartesian coordinate system, our model is more competitive in the task of detecting oriented objects for remote sening images with the simpler design and higher accuracy.
Horizontal Bounding Boxes: In order to verify the excellent general capability of our model, we do the experiments on UCAS-AOD and NWPU VHR-10 datasets with the annotations of horizontal bounding box. As shown in Table 2 and 3, P-RSDet gets 90.24% mAP and 90.80% mAP on these two datasets respectively. Experimental results show that our model has excellent performance in both horizontal and oriented detection tasks. P-RSDet successfully integrates the two type of detectors in the remote sensing field with minimum consumption via the combination of anchor-free and polar coordinates.
Ablation Studies
Different Encoder-Decoder
In P-RSDet, we use a high resolution ResNet-101 modified in (Zhou et al., 2019a) as the Encoder-Decoder. For the sake of testing the influences of different Encoder-Decoders on our model, we replace the ResNet-101 with DLA-34 (Dai et al., 2017 , Zhou et al., 2019a and 104-Hourglass (Newell et al., 2016, Law and . DLA-34 and 104-Hourglass are two backbone networks smaller and larger than ResNet-101 respectively. We do the experiments on UCAS-AOD with oriented bounding box. 
Polar-RingLoss
As mentioned in Section 3.4, we design a new Polar-RingLoss for our P-RSDet. In order to verify its effectiveness, we designed this comparative experiment on UCAS-AOD with oriented bounding box.
As shown in Table 5 , our model with Polar RingLoss outperforms one without Polar RingLoss by 1.85% mAP. Therefore, the design of Polar RingLoss is effective for P-RSDet. We also do this experiments on UCAS-AOD with the detection of oriented objects. As shown in Table 6 , the method which keep 80 top scores points in Cornernet only achieves 85.93% mAP because there are more than 80 targets in many remote sensing images. Our method gives decent mAP improvements of 1.18% than the method in O 2 -DNet , which proves that our optimization is more effective. 
Application Extension
In the field of remote sensing object detection, to get more accurate object information, some datasets are labeled in the form of keypoints such as Aircraft-KP (Wei et al., 2019a) which marks five keypoints of each aircraft. It is worth mentioning that our P-RSDet can be migrated to a more accurate keypoints dataset by simply increasing the number of regression values in polar coordinates. As shown in Figure 6 , our modeling process on keypoints datasets by regressing five polar radii and five polar angles. Figure 6 : In polar coordinates, P-RSDet can be transplanted to more precise keypoint detection tasks by simply increasing the number of polar radius ρ and polar angles θ in regression.
CONCLUSION
We propose a novel object detector named P-RSDet for remote sensing images via the combination of anchor-free and polar coordinates. By introducing polar coordinates, our model can detect objects with the annotations forms of both the horizontal and oriented bounding boxes in a simple and efficient way. In order to make the output results more accurate, we also optimize a new method of extracting pole points and design a special Polar RingLoss for our model. Experimental results on multiple datasets show that the detector modeling in polar coordinates is effective. 
